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White
Good evening.  Later today a major In Touch project, designed to showcase the talents and imagination of visually impaired cooks and who knows - to tempt some of the more timid ones into the kitchen to have a go.

First though, it's been a big week for careful considered feedback to the programme on a couple of subjects which have got many of you hot under the collar, so we're taking the unusual step of starting with it.

Easily the most reaction was generated by the interview I did last week with Kevin Carey, chair of the Royal National Institute for Blind People, about his article in Ability magazine suggesting that with a few exceptions visually impaired people in the workplace perform tasks more slowly than their sighted counterparts, both in terms of data processing and carrying out more manual tasks.  His aim, he said, was to face up to the facts head on and improve the equipment and employment preparation given to blind people.  Well there's been a huge response both directly to us and on internet e-mail lists used by blind and partially sighted people.  We're concentrating on what has come directly to us starting with this from Dr Fred Reid - historian, long time campaigner on behalf of the rights of visually impaired people and for many years chair of the RNIB's employment committee.

Reid
Kevin Carey's article expresses one obvious truth - a blind data processor is, other things being equal, likely to be slower than a sighted counterpart.  But just how relevant is this truism to real visually impaired people working in the real labour market?  Kevin applies it to the widest range of ability that we find among visually impaired people in employment.  True there are outstanding visually impaired people working as lawyers, financial advisors, lecturers and the like but they constitute a tiny minority among approximately 25, 000 others who are in paid employment in the UK at present.  They're found in a very wide range of jobs but many of them are in offices where they do have to process data.  But this is only a part of the job and any disadvantage arising from being marginally slower in data processing is offset by wisdom and experience, relative to the whole job.  That makes them valued by their employers.  It is unfair and misleading to imply that, like the blind basket makers Kevin knew in the Caribbean, they make more errors than their sighted peers and depend for their employment on subsidy.  

Switching to the other end of the impairment range Kevin remarks:  "Perhaps most difficult of all are the problems of those with intellectual disabilities who find the accumulation of options bewildering".  No doubt but who has seriously proposed that data processing is a suitable occupation for people whose visual impairment is compounded by intellectual difficulties?  I know of no one who would make such a case.  In fact there is growing evidence that appropriate jobs can be found for such people.  The new RNIB social firm - Concept - has demonstrated what many would have thought impossible a few years ago - that visually impaired people, with intellectual difficulties, can work successfully in the catering industry, even in the mainstream sector of it.  

What is crucial is that people receive impairment specific training, support in job seeking and practical support in the workplace.  So I think Kevin's article is in danger of being defeatist.  This is because he seems to generalise from the field of data processing, in which he is an undoubted expert, to the world of work at large.  In fact there is a growing body of international evidence to show that visually impaired people are active competitively in scores of different occupations.  To enlarge this number we need to remove barriers for the rest by funding appropriate rehabilitation, training and support into work.

White
It's true to say that the majority of feedback we've had has been critical of Kevin Carey's article.  Either disagreeing with what he said or questioning whether he should have said it given his position.  But he does have his defenders, this, for instance, from Josie Stratford.

Stratford
I've been listening to the debate about employment and I think Kevin Carey has a very strong point.  Before I go on I want to make you aware of the fact that I have no sight, although I had some sight including colour recognition in the past and I am in employment.  Having worked as an employment consultant delivering work step and work prep programmes I've found that visually impaired clients were very poorly prepared for life after education.  It appears to me that visually impaired people do not get realistic career advise and that if they get any at all this is provided by non-visually impaired people who often look for the easy way - office work, telephony, assembly work for example, without realising that little or no sight brings additional complications which cannot be ignored.  Many young non-disabled job seekers will have had some form of employment during their later years at school but it is well documented that disabled people rarely get this sort of opportunity, so even knowing what work in general is like is alien to them.

We cannot gain employment without a skills base and a skills base is not what we gain at college, unless we do sandwich courses where learning and practical work are integrated parts of vocational education.  It does strike me as odd that there appears to be no resource database for visually impaired people to find out what other employed people in their position are doing.  For example, I am employed as a workplace counsellor but have no idea whether there are other totally blind people doing the same work.  How many blind or partially sighted horticulture instructors are there?  Are there visually impaired sewing machinists?  Let's face it if we employed visually impaired people want to help our unemployed colleagues might it not be an idea to have this sort of information available in a place that's easy to find - say on the RNIB website or with DEAs in job centres?  Might it be useful for sight impaired people to get in touch with employed counterparts and ask questions?

To summarise:  What is stopping us from pooling information gathered from employed visually impaired people who are happy to share information and advice?  I'll put my money where my mouth is and enclose my CV.

White
But Roger Wilson-Hines speaks for the majority I think when he questions both the tone and the content of Kevin's article.

Wilson-Hines
If Kevin were able to see and go into a large civil service office he might see many seeing people slowly pecking away at computer keyboards with one or two fingers.  A generalisation?  Possibly but it's true.  In the same office he might see a blind person, who's possibly the fastest keyboard operator on site, well trained, motivated and valuing her job far more than most.  That's the kind of truth and message the chair of the RNIB should be speaking.  However clever and well argued his article there's no doubting that a poor message got out.

White
And that's not the only contribution to In Touch to have ruffled some feathers.  A couple of weeks back Ian Wood came on to the programme seeking advice on how someone like him - a partially sighted wheelchair user - could best make the public aware of his dual disability.  But some thought he didn't get so much advice as a life sentence from Dr Lin Berwick, who expressed concern that he should be self-steering his wheelchair in his situation.  We had this thoughtful contribution from Liz Ball.

Ball
I've been blind for most of my life, became deaf about seven years ago and within the last couple of years have also become a wheelchair user.  The issue of independent wheelchair use is one that I've been trying to work out for some time.  I understand Ian Wood wanting a clear symbol that would immediately identify himself as a visually impaired wheelchair user.  People see the wheelchair and then cannot understand that the person is also blind.  This isn't too much of a concern to me, perhaps in part because when I am using my wheelchair alone I also have a cane with me, so my blindness is more obvious than Ian's is.  Perhaps also I am now so used to people not being able to grasp that I am deaf as well as blind that I've given up expecting people to understand.  I wonder whether it might help Ian to carry a symbol cane which could even be attached to the frame of the wheelchair or to wear a large badge or vest with an eye symbol on it.  

The bigger issue for me is using my wheelchair independently and safely.  Dr Lin Berwick said that blind wheelchair users should simply never use their wheelchairs independently in public places.  These comments made me feel very frustrated.  Perhaps she's fortunate enough to always have the support she needs to be able to go out with a guide.  We don't all have that luxury.  Some of us get little or no social care and have few family or friends who are able to help.  And so sometimes we simply have to go out independently.  For me the issue is how to do that safely.  I would have felt more comfortable with Dr Lin Berwick's comments if she had been suggesting that Ian might want to find a safer way of doing it, rather than try to put him under house arrest.

Dr Lin Berwick said that if Ian were to use a power chair he would have a very heavy chair that would be going at between four and eight miles per hour.  Whilst it's true that power chairs are heavy and that they are capable of going at that speed it's also possible to go much slower.  There are also add on power packs for manual wheelchairs which in effect turn a manual wheelchair into a relatively lightweight power chair.  Using one of these you can have a wheelchair that is not too heavy, can go at any speed up to about four miles per hour, operate the wheelchair with one hand leaving the other hand free to use a long cane.  There are also wheelchair users who use guide dogs, although I only know of one in this country.  So please can we stop perpetuating the myth that blind people cannot safely use powered wheelchairs and instead look at how to make it easier and safer?

White
More please and no apologies for featuring feedback so strongly when it's as good as that.

And feedback we hope is what we'll get in response to this next item.  Cooking, you could argue, is the ultimate test of self-sufficiency.  After all we've all got to eat.  But it's challenging too.  Our friends and family perceive it as potentially dangerous - knives, naked flames - and on one famous occasion which had In Touch summoned to appear on the programme Feedback - a blowtorch used in making a Crème Brule.  But the fact is that many blind and partially sighted people using care and skill do cook and we've been approached by one of our regular contributors who wants to issue a challenge to you.  You may well have heard the appetiser served up on You and Yours last Friday, now time for the main course.

Richard Lane is now a dab hand in his kitchen.  Confidently cutting and chopping, spooning and stirring his latest creation - a mushroom risotto.  But it wasn't like this 20 years ago when he first lost his sight, then there were far more disasters than triumphs.

Lane
I decided that I was going to do a wonderful fry up - good old bacon, sausages, fried egg, fried bread da da da da - absolute disaster.  The smoke alarm went off, the extractor  fan - I went to switch it off and I pulled it off the wall - the dog was howling - it was just mayday, it was mayhem and mayday, it was just appalling, it was so stressful and I ended up throwing most of the breakfast in the washing up bowl.  So I ended up eating about a third of it and it was a thoroughly miserable disenchanting experience and I thought crikey things can only get better.

I've just added the lovely risotto rice into the buttery onion mixture in this nice pan I've got here and just before I start adding the vegetable stock - which is the core element of making risotto - going to add a glass of white wine - there's going to be a wonderful sound which people will hear and a wonderful smell which people sadly won't be able to appreciate.

So that's the white wine that's gone in.  And I just need to stir that around and let the alcohol evaporate off for a couple of minutes.  There's this wonderful pungent aromatic smell coming straight up from the pan - I do love this bit.  Despite what some people say risotto can be a difficult dish to make but in my experience I really do think this is a dish that's good for blind people because it's a very acoustic - it's a very audio kind of dish.  The rice basically talks to you - listen to it - the rice is spitting, the rice is saying I'm thirsty please feed me with wonderful white wine and wonderful vegetable stock, which is what I'm about to do.

And as you see I've added it and the rice is now quiet.

White
Just explain what it is that you're trying to do because you're trying to spread the word aren't you.

Lane
Yes I am Peter.  I've always been really interested in food and that goes back before I became blind nearly 20 years ago.  Then two or three years ago I spent a couple of years living alone and I sort of had to learn to cook again really to survive.  And sometimes, just like anyone else, I was perfectly happy to chuck something in the microwave or heat up some soup in a pan but at other times I thought well hang on why can't I do some proper cooking.  And that's been my kind of challenge for the past couple of years.  I've got this idea that a. there are some brilliant cooks out there who are blind or partially sighted that we don't know about and I think it would be interesting to find them but perhaps more importantly, Peter, people are losing their sight all the time and it's such a traumatic, such a difficult time.  If you're elderly particularly and you're losing your sight you're probably thinking cookery's beyond me, I'm not going to be able to do that and I think through this series of programmes we can demonstrate to people that cooking isn't just possible, it can be great fun as well.

White
How difficult was it for you to get started again, can you remember how you felt about cooking when you were totally blind?

Lane
Absolutely I can and I want to make it clear - I use the shortcuts as much as anyone else - the microwave, lob things in the oven - jacket potatoes - they're not too difficult are they really?  Okay so the mushrooms I sweated in olive oil and garlic in a separate pan to my beloved chef's pan that the risotto mixture was in.  And I'm now adding them to the chef's pan.  Another thing about the chef's pan is it's got such a big diameter you'd do well to miss it if you're pouring things into it.  He says - yes it has gone in.  So sounding empty - get rid of that saucepan into sink.

Turning it right down now because they're basically cooked but we want the mushroomy garlicky flavour to get really involved with that now lovely buttery risotto.  

The final thing you do is to stir in quite vigorously the parmesan and the butter because obviously you want it to have this lovely rich creamy texture and of course the butter and the cheese will help that.  I don't know if you can hear - it's a really sticky sound now.  I'm going to add some finely chopped parsley and then I'm going to leave it for a couple of minutes with lid on and then we're going to eat it.

White
What about chopping parsley - isn't that a bit tricky?

Lane
It can be but again it's just about having confidence, using rubber gloves in my case - very thin gloves - not having too much on the board, having a good knife and just keep going at it.

White
It's interesting you say you're using gloves for that because I know quite a lot of blind cooks say actually using your fingers is one of our advantages because we do that naturally and it means you can judge the ingredients - how they are - better.

Lane
I buy both arguments actually when it comes to gloves but I would definitely use thin surgical gloves, ones you can buy in Boots, particularly for chopping onion, garlic, maybe the parsley as well.  The onion and garlic means your hands aren't going to stink for the next three days and it does mean if you do have a slip with your knife you do have an extra layer there.

White
Just one thing Richard, this is all very well and I do a bit of cooking - I'm not as skilful as you but I do a bit - but there comes that point when you've absolutely done everything right and it's all worked wonderfully and then you come to dishing up and dishing up can be a nightmare - your great meal ends up all over the cooker or all over the table.

Lane
Well we're almost at that point now Peter, so we'll find out.  But again I think this is another reason why I've selected mushroom risotto as my dish - it's all in one pan and it's a nice creamy texture, there's not too much to go wrong, you've just got to get a good spoon in there - good wooden spoon or plastic spoon - into a bowl, off you go.

White
So keep things simple, not going from pan to dish to saucepan to something else.

Lane
Recipes that really turn me on are recipes that are fun and creative but don't involve too much choreography between saucepans and different things, you want to make life relatively easy for yourself whilst at the same time having great fun and hopefully doing  a great meal.

Right.  Lid off.  Serving up very close to my guests' plates, which are there, nice fairly shallow plastic spoon to serve it up, here we go.  I'm not going to use my fingers, I'm not going to use my fingers.  There we are.  Mushroom risotto.

White
And very nice it was too.  So for Can't See Will Cook what we're looking for are your favourite recipes, your tips on how to prepare them, particularly featuring safety and imagination and your willingness to have Richard and an In Touch microphone in your kitchen.  Thanks for the responses we've already had, after You and Yours, but we want more.  You can contact us with them either by calling our action line on 0800 044 044 or by e-mailing us at bbc.co.uk/radio4/intouch.

That's it for today.  From me Peter White, my producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, goodbye.


